UBIQUITOUS PULSEOXIMETER
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Alarm function

Self-diagnosis function

Pulse tone function

Compact design

Dry-cell Battery/AC power

Continuous measurement 120hours/ AAA Battery

Memory function

Accessory for carrying

Remind function

High performance/Low-budget probe

ＰＩi perfusion index indicator

Backlight function
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UBIQUITOUS PULSEOXIMETER

made
in
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Additional Useful Functions

LUKLA 2800 by a high functional
probe realizes effective performance
with an energy saving design
(measuring time: 120hours).

● Data memory function: Data stored in a memory can be
retrieved easily through an USB port. The recording interval can
be selected from 2/6/30 seconds. The recording period is 30
hours when a 2-second interval is selected.

Efficiently follows SpO2 at high speed.

● As biological reaction changes dynamically, noise
cancellation and setting the average condition need to be
set in detail.
By analysis of a large amount of data and testing, optimal
conditions have been achieved, realizing high functionality.

● Alarm function: An alarm can be set for the maximum and
minimum SpO2 number.
An alarm can be set for when a sensor probe is
disconnected during measurement.

Power (energy-saving design)
● AAA battery： AAA battery: Realizes the longest operating time (120
hours) of it's class.
● AC power: AC power can be used for prolonged
continuous monitoring.(LKL2800mac only)

Measurement of children

● Cost-effective probe：High performance
probe: The finger clip probe uses elastic
material on the outside enabling proper
and precise fitting on the patient's finger.
With a simple but yet effect design, both
high performance and low cost is realized.

● Measurement is possible for children from
approx. 2 years or older. (Width of finger over
6.5mm./body weight of over 10kg.)Please
measure with suitable finger for ＰIi.

Major specifications
Light and compact/Large display
● A card size product, with a light
weight design of 105g including a
battery.
● Necessary information can be viewed
clearly on the large display.
The backlight lights up for one minute
when the power switch is turned on
during measurement.

PIi perfusion index indicator

measurement method
measurement
range/accuracy
display
Battery life

Two-wavelength measurement system

dimension/weight
Safety Compliance
Standard
ＥＭＣ

59 (W) × 92(H) × 16.4mm (D), 105g (battery included)
JIS T0601-1 , internally-powered equipment, Type BF applied
partclass Ⅱequipment(when AC adapter is used)
IEC 60601-1-2：2004

%SpO2 ０～100%，±2digit(70～100%)
Measurable Pulse rate::30～240bpm，±3digit
%SpO2 ，Pulse，PI indicator, alarm, battery

120 hours

Related Products

● PI i perfusion index indicator：The

state of peripheral perfusion(PI) is
displayed by four levels therefore,
enabling which finger is best for
measurement can be determined.
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Ubiquitous Pulseoximeter PumoRi 7165

LUKLA2800 model
LKL2800m

LKL2800ma

LKL2800mac

Model
(color)

Item
Memory function
Alarm function
AC/DC power
Accessories

Finger clip probe
AAA alkaline battery
Strap
AC adapter
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Blue Green Yellow
PumoRi 7165 has a
precision calculated
device design and
unique ELR
technology, which
effectively enhances
the measurement
function.

Pink

White

The shape and design of the equipments mentioned in this catalog may change without notice.
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